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in recent years increasing social problems in the u.S.-mexico borderlands have disrupted the 

tradition of collaborative scientific endeavors in the Sonoran Desert. to address this growing 

divide a summit and resulting network, “the Next Generation of Sonoran Desert researchers” 

has united a multinational community of interdisciplinary researchers. this document presents 

the foundations of the NextGenSDr network and a summary of the inaugural Summit. What 

follows is (i) a statement that describes the region, (ii) the threats to the region, (iii) the Sum-

mit, (iv) sessions, themes, and challenges, (v) vision statement, (vi) next steps. 

i. our reGioN, the SoNoraN DeSert 

the collective energies of this multinational community are centered on a 

passion and love for the Sonoran Desert. We are just as defined by this 

region’s sense of place as are its flora and fauna. the effort to perceive and 

connect to the inherent rhythms of the desert still pervades this land as it 

has for thousands of years. a culture of seasonal celebration, perseverance, 

and discovery transcends the mexican/united States border. the Next Generation of Sonoran 

Desert researchers is a community united to the collaborative understanding and conservation 

of the region that inspires us.

the Sonoran Desert region – the mainland Sonoran Desert, the baja california Peninsula, 

the Gulf of california, and the u.S.-mexico borderlands – is an endless laboratory. a complex 

geologic underpinning begets remarkable biologic and cultural diversity. the Sierra madre occi-

dental stretching from the southern depths of mexico splinter into isolated towering mountain 

ranges in the borderlands that emerge as Sky islands above the desert valleys below. the 
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Gulf of california, at once a barrier between the mexican mainland and the baja california 

Peninsula and one of the world’s most diverse seas, creates a dual desert world. the imprints 

of heightened evolution due to isolation on the flora and fauna of the baja california Peninsula 

create a remarkable unique desert realm. however, a fundamental relationship with its main-

land counterpart is evident in evolutionary history and ecological makeup. the Gulf of california 

creates an intimate relationship between the desert and the sea – a coastal boundary runs 

for over 3,500 km, making this the longest coastal desert in the world. a chain of islands, the 

world’s best protected archipelago, dots the Gulf of california. each manifest a unique desert 

environment shaped by subtly different biological realities. an array of distinct cultures dating 

back thousands of years continues to inhabit this region. indigenous communities of the Sierra 

madre, the Gulf of california, and the Gran Desierto; the ranchero and campesino community 

of the mainland and Peninsula; and urbanized society all share and maintain distinct knowledge 

of how to live in this arid yet diverse setting.

the Sonoran Desert has been the focus of a long line of pioneering explorers and re-

searchers. this community of scientists from both mexico and the united States has distilled 

much of the vibrant interconnected ecology and culture in the fascinating natural history of this 

beautiful region. the results of investigations from exploratory expeditions to focused research 

questions carried out by an international community of researchers whose composition is near-

ly as rich as the desert regions they study, have produced a wealth of knowledge that serves as 

the cornerstone of what is to come next.

Generations of researchers and ideas that bridge numerous disciplines, whose work is 

focused in the Sonoran Desert region, have taken the first steps to come together and are 

poised to make a difference by integrating what has come before with a renewed energy and 

unique vision. 

ii. challeNGeS of the reGioN

from the time of the iconic Jesuit Padre eusebio Kino to the present, few areas in the world 

have had so much cross-cultural and transnational collaboration as the Sonoran Desert/Gulf 

of california in mexico and the united States. until recently, young researchers working in this 

region had ample opportunities to meet, collaborate, and work together. from these collabora-

tive efforts legendary conservation actions were born and implemented, such as the isla rasa 

restoration project, the dedication of the Gulf islands as a uNeSco biosphere reserve and 

World heritage Site, the Pinacate biosphere reserve, the restoration of Guadalupe island, the 

california condor project, and cross-border actions to bring back water to 

the colorado river Delta, among a myriad of others. 

all of these actions were triggered by emerging researchers and stu-

dents doing field work in the region and dreaming of its environmental resto-

ration and conservation.

however, a new reality now grips the borderlands. one dominated by 

fear and political motives. of the multiple ramifications of the horrific terror-

ist attacks of September 11th, 2001, there has been a redefinition of life along the u.S.-mexico 

border. What was once a permeable fence that allowed a seamless intermixing of culture now 

stands as a wall that has drawn a hardened line across a vast swath of terrain. this wall is a 

physical metaphor for everything that separates human beings. it is an obstacle between com-

munities and cultures, a barrier across species’ ranges and migrations (human and otherwise), 

and a chasm across a singular region.

the opportunities to work together, unfortunately, have diminished significantly in recent 

years. Political tensions between the two countries, increased border controls, the drug con-
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flicts, and a growing cultural mistrust, have led many universities and research centers in both 

mexico and the u.S. to reduce the profile of their cross-border collaborative projects. as a 

result, many researchers from both sides of the border are increasingly unaware of the work of 

their colleagues and counterparts. the ability to work across borders and the cultural connec-

tions that result have been severely hampered. 

We strongly believe that modern conservation and research challenges require a cohesive 

bicultural research community that will continue to apply their creativity and passion to the 

understanding and betterment of the region.

to overcome these challenges we held a three-day summit entitled “the Next Generation 

of Sonoran Desert researchers”, and launched a network of the same name. 

iii. the Summit

the 2012 inaugural Summit of the Next Generation Sonoran Desert researchers was held at 

the arizona-Sonora Desert museum in tucson, arizona from april 18 to 20. over 120 people 

applied to attend, of which we were able to accommodate 90 individuals who were present for 

the three-day gathering, 49 participants from mexico and 41 from the united States (see table 

1 for a list of participants and table 2 for detailed demographic information). Sixteen distinct 

disciplines were represented (figure 1) as well as 37 different institutions, 11 from mexico and 

26 from the united States (table 3).

to achieve the goals of establishing lasting connections between researchers who work 

in the Sonoran Desert region and to develop a network of collaborators among a group of 90 

people who do not know each other or their respective work and speak different languages 

provided a unique challenge. rather than using a traditional conference format, our vision 

was to create a meeting environment that encouraged spontaneous discourse and all-inclusive 

interaction driven by the participants themselves. to achieve this, the summit followed an (un)

conference approach, which turns a regular program on its head. 

instead of having a series of presentations over the course of multiple days, the (un)

conference format takes advantage of the best part of a meeting – the connections that are 

made between participants – and enables the entirety of the meeting to be focused on the 

interests of the event’s participants. there is no set agenda at the outset of the meeting, 

only a unified theme. at the beginning of the workshop the agenda is created by those 

present. all attendees are required to actively participate throughout the 

workshop to solve problems, develop collaborative projects, address the 

pressing challenges in the region, create ideas for collaborative grant pro-

posals, and a myriad of additional potential themes. 

after a collaborative brainstorming session proposal period of an hour 

and half on the opening morning, the program was established and consisted 

of 22 sessions. the summaries for each session are available in pdf format on 

our website at: http://nextgensd.com/summit-2012

the summit also consisted of innovative and non-traditional forums for interaction. these 

included a session the first night called Projects of Passion in which those who wished were able 

to present their passions in a show-and-tell manner. it became a highlight for many and present-

ed a fantastic opportunity to learn more about one another. During the morning of the middle 

day of the summit was a hike to explore Kings canyon adjacent to the arizona-Sonora Desert 

museum. this time created an environment for the sharing of knowledge between disciplines 

and a connection to the beautiful desert surrounding the meeting site. an inspirational article 

http://tucsoncitizen.com/tucson-outdoors/2012/04/20/an-ode-to-hiking-with-scientists/
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Themes

these 22 sessions can be grouped in three broad discipline categories

Within these three broad categories six major themes of collective focus were identified: 

(see following pages).

was written by christine hoekenga about this part of the Summit. finally, a closing dinner high-

lighting local foods of the region was held in downtown tucson as a culmination of these three 

days.

the opportunity for driven and dedicated individuals to come together and share their 

energy, ideas, and passion in the creation of a community of collaborators resulted in a powerful 

three days, which were clearly only the beginning.

iv. SeSSioNS, themeS, aND challeNGeS

Sessions

twenty-two sessions were proposed and led by participants in different disciplines focused on 

the historical and current situation of the art of science in the Sonoran Desert. the 22 sessions 

held were (names reflect the language each was conducted in):

 

PhYSical bioloGical

Social

                                              SeSSioN Name   

la petrología en apoyo a otras ciencias

4-D Geologic evolution of the Gulf of california 

the urban Desert: environmental, Water and urban Processes 

retos entre la conservación natural y la conservación 
del patrimonio arqueológico

acceso a nuestro Desierto

modelos de desarrollo basados en el turismo

Seeing the Sonoran Desert through the eyes of colleagues 

Grupos indígenas “binacionales”: lengua, cultura, medio ambiente 
y recursos naturales

              leaDer

Alejandra Gómez V.

Scott Bennett

Lucero Radonic

Júpiter Martínez, 
Elisa Villalpando

Alexander Iriondo

Eric García Cárdenas

Tom Bowen

Jacob Franco

                                                 SeSSioN Name

researchers collaborating with the Seri community 

multinational conservation in the era of border Security 

binational cooperation, unilateral impositions: how to avoid this effect? 
(cooperación binacional, imposiciones unilaterales: ¿cómo evitar este efecto?)

expertise and human-ecological interactions 

Desert oases: Science and conservation 

improving ecosystem-based management Governance

the colorado river Delta and upper Gulf of california 

long-term, cross Site monitoring of Desert ecosystems

Genetics and Genomics in the Sonoran Desert 

Plant-animal-microbe interactions 

invasive Species and their effect on the region 

how much Do We Know our insects? 
¿Qué tanto conocemos a nuestros insectos?

Social Networks (redes sociales)

Session Products (resultados de las sesiones)

Carolyn O’Meara, 
Ben Wilder, Nemer Narchi

Scott Warren

Nemer Narchi

Rodrigo Rentería

Rafael Routson

Alexis Rife

Osvel Hinojosa, 
Salvador Galindo

Seth Munson

Adrian Mungia

Brigitte Marazzi

Pacifica Sommers

Emanuel M. Bernal

Jennie Duberstein

Ben Wilder, Nemer Narchi, 
Carolyn O’Meara, Alfonso 
Medel

              leaDer
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la Petrografía en apoyo a otras ciencias

4-D Geologic evolution of the Gulf of california

the urban Desert: environmental, Water and 

urban Processes

retos entre la conservación Natural y la 

conservación del Patrimonio arqueológico

acceso a Nuestro Desierto

modelos de Desarrollo basados en el turismo

Seeing the Sonoran Desert through the eyes of 

colleagues

Genetics & Genomics in the Sonoran Desert

Plant-animal-microbe interactions

invasive Species and their effect on the region

how much Do We Know our insects? 

Que tanto conocemos a Nuestros insectos?

Grupos indígenas “binacionales”: lengua, cultura, 

medio ambiente y recursos Naturales

researchers collaborating with the Seri community 

multinational conservation in the era of border 

Security 

binational cooperation unilateral impositions: how 

to avoid this effect?

Discipline 

categories General Theme Session Name

física Geologic evolution 

of the Desert

human Dimension 

of the Sonoran 

Desert 

biological biodiversity 

and Natural 

history

  

expertise and human-ecological interactions

Desert oases: Science and conservation

improving ecosystem-based management 

Governance

the colorado river Delta and upper Gulf of 

california

long-term, cross Site monitoring of Desert 

ecosystems

ecosystem based

management

indigenous KnowledgeSocial

challenges and 

multinational 

cooperation

taken together the 22 sessions covered a broad swath of the important research and 

conservation issues currently facing the Sonoran Desert region. collective energies were fo-

cused on topics from the geologic history of the desert to how to foster a sense of place 

within urban communities on both sides of the border. a unifying theme at every discussion 

was the need for cross-discipline and cross-cultural interaction and collaboration to address 

and surmount the collective challenges we face. it was clear that alliances between the social 

and ecological paradigms is no longer an option but a necessity if we aim to provide an account 

of and have a role in the shape of the new processes currently affecting the Gulf of california 

and the larger Sonoran Desert. to do so, it is necessary that we go beyond the comfort zones 

of academia. therefore, collaboration between the different disciplines is contingent upon the 

creation of new mechanisms to share the realities and wonders of living and working in the 

Sonoran Desert.

Session NameGeneral Theme

Discipline 

categories
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Challenges 

in addition to the general themes that were arrived at, a set of common challenges related to 

conducting research and making connections with other researchers in the Sonoran Desert 

region were identified. these challenges are generally within the following categories: 

Logistics. one of our principle challenges as a large group of researchers located in differ-

ent institutions in different countries is keeping in contact and in communication after this event. 

one of the most effective ways of doing this is via online communication, through the website 

and a potential web forum. as such, we have prioritized the maintenance of the website and 

its expansion to include many individuals who were not able to attend the inaugural summit. 

any researcher who so desires can create a profile on the website and join the network on the 

researchers page: http://nextgensd.com/researchers. if we do not have the capacity to learn 

of the work of others or access relevant data, we have no way of facilitating collaboration. We 

envision the NextGenSD website as serving a central role to address this need.

Research and Impact.  one of the key issues of the event was multidisciplinary research. a 

common theme was the importance of directly collaborating with researchers from different 

disciplines. however, the specific manner of how to best collaborate with those outside ones 

area of expertise was not fully addressed. We feel that this very pragmatic challenge of how to 

collaborate in order to start to conduct research across disciplines is a fundamental and basic 

challenge for this group that requires further attention. additionally, we see a real challenge in 

how to convert the diversity of ideas found at the meeting among the participating research-

ers into cohesive research plans. more basically, many of the younger generation researchers 

are concerned about the challenge of how to find job opportunities in general, especially job 

prospects that allow them to conduct multidisciplinary research. We hope that that through 

the web forum, young researchers can have access to information regarding job opportunities. 

finally, how do we transcend our academic circles in order to have influence in other arenas, 

such as the political and policy-making arenas that exist outside of academia? a service of the 

NextGenSDr network will be to serve as the bridge between disciplines and connect the 

research community to create an 

Attitude and Dynamics.  this area of challenges addresses the importance of being cul-

turally sensitive as a researcher working in a particular community – something that is not 

trivial. more specifically, it is of the utmost importance to show this cultural 

sensitivity toward perspectives from not only the local community living in 

or near the research area, but also respect and consider different perspec-

tives provided by our colleagues in the academic community and beyond. 

the creation of the NextGenSDr multicultural community goes a long way 

in educating each other of the impacts of our actions and the best methods 

for conducting research in foreign communities.

the three-day Next Generation Sonoran Desert researchers Summit hit on a nerve of 

needed communication, collaboration, and a more holistic approach to research and conser-

vation in the Sonoran Desert. it was clear that this Summit was just the beginning of a larger 

movement. in the final hours of the Summit we collectively crafted the following vision state-

ment that articulates our future directions.
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v. viSioN StatemeNt

The Next Generation Sonoran Desert Researchers is a network of individuals and institutions com-

mitted to the rich social and ecological landscape that spans the mainland Sonoran Desert, the Baja 

California Peninsula, the Gulf of California, and the US-Mexico borderlands. This interdisciplinary net-

work will address the research and conservation challenges of our time within this binational region. 

Deeply committed to the spirit of the Sonoran Desert, the NextGenSDR will (1) catalyze research 

and biocultural collaboration, (2) develop an innovative research and conservation agenda, and (3) 

influence decision makers in both countries to promote a conservation ethic that matches the gran-

deur of the landscape.

vi. Next StePS

to act on the momentum generated at the Summit the Next Generation of Sonoran Desert 

researchers network has been created. this name signifies the renewed effort to create a bi-

national community of investigators across disciplines. While a core goal has been to link those 

at the beginning of their careers, the NextGenSDr movement is open to researchers at any 

stage in their career that want to be a part of this community. the NextGenSDr is about our 

collective work and implementing the ideas we generate together.

to support this endeavor the NextGenSDr network is composed of independent chapters 

based in cities where there are a core group of researchers focused on common geographical 

regions. chapters will facilitate collaboration and the generation of ideas to keep the movement 

evolving. an organizing committee composed of individuals from each chapter will oversee the 

network at large, report on the activities of each chapter, and decide when and where the next 

Summit will be held and be in charge of organizing and realizing it. it is the intention to have a 

network-wide Summit every three years, the next one in 2015 is to be held in mexico and will 

follow the successful (un)conference format.

in the meantime, communication within the network will take place on the bilingual web-

site, www.nextgensd.com, which serves as a central hub. the website contains a listing of all 

members of the network, each individual has their own profile. an interactive map will display 

the location of each member’s research site with specific project information. the map and 

researchers page will be searchable by discipline. additionally, each chapter will have a page to 

alert people as to its most recent activity.

in the short time since the inaugural Summit the potential of this net-

work is already beginning to be realized. the chapter model has taken form 

and participants from hermosillo, ensenada, tucson, and elsewhere have 

begun to collaborate. cross discipline field trips of participants that did not 

know one another before april have been completed. Sharing of genetic 

techniques amongst network members will lead to otherwise unrealized col-

laborative research. creation of a social network survey has been initiated to document the 

baseline of this community, improve our understanding of the connections between the differ-

ent members, and identify individuals who may be missing. active discussion across the region 

of how to work together to achieve our research and conservation goals has risen to the next 

level.

the 2012 inaugural Summit identified a need for increased communication, collaboration, 

and melding of worldviews. the NextGenSDr network is the platform that enables our vision 

to be realized. Now it is time to realize the potential that was palpable in tucson.
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                               ParticiPaNt

marco octavio aburto-oropeza

Juan carlos Álvarez Yépiz

Dora baltazar

tom beal

carol bender

Scott bennett

emmanuel m. bernal loaiza

Peter blystone

mario erandi bonillas monge

thomas bowen

bill broyles

alberto burquez montijo

enriquena bustamante ortega

omar cadena aragón

Danielle carter

Debbie colodner

chris Divittorio

Greer Dolby

irene Dotson

Jennifer Duberstein

maría José espinosa romero

Sophie everatt

exequiel ezcurra

richard felger

carlos figueroa

Jacob franco hernández

table 1. liSt of ParticiPaNtS aND their iNStitutioNS

  iNStitutioN

Scripps institution of oceanography

State university New York-Syr

uc mexuS

arizona Daily Star

university of arizona

uc Davis

universidad de Sonora

blystone films

universidad de Sonora

university of arizona

university of arizona

universidad Nacional autónoma de méxico

universidad Nacional autónoma de méxico

universidad de Sonora

uc San Diego

arizona-Sonora Desert museum

uc berkeley

uc los angeles

uc mexuS

Sonoran Joint venture

comunidad y biodiversidad, a. c.

university of arizona

uc mexuS

university of arizona

universidad autónoma de baja california

universidad de Sonora

                                ParticiPaNt

Kimberly franklin

manuel Salvador Galindo bect

Jesus Garcia

eric García cardenas

ivone Giffard mena 

martha maria Gomez Sapiens

alejandra marisela Gómez valencia

horacio González moncada

carmen Gutiérrez uribe

alan hatcher

osvel hinojosa

christine hoekenga

helen ingram

alexander iriondo

eugenio larios

bárbara larrain

andres lira Noriega

xavier lópez medellín

lyn loveless

Karina del carmen lugo ibarra

brigitte marazzi

cathy moser marlett

Steve marlett

Júpiter martínez

Natalia martinez tagüeña

angelina martínez Yrizar

Kimberly McCue

 

arizona-Sonora Desert museum

universidad autónoma de baja california

arizona-Sonora Desert museum

el colegio de Sonora

universidad autónoma de baja california

university of arizona

universidad de Sonora

terraPeninsular

universidad autónoma de baja california

terraPeninsular

Pronatura -San luis rio colorado

tucson citizen

university of arizona

universidad Nacional autónoma de méxico

university of arizona

universidad Nacional autónoma de méxico

university of Kansas

uc San Diego

university of arizona

universidad autónoma de baja california

university of arizona

Summer institute of linguistics international

Summer institute of linguistics international

instituto Nacional de antropología e historia - Sonora

university of arizona

universidad Nacional autónoma de méxico

Desert botanical Garden

iNStitutioN
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                               ParticiPaNt

alfonso medel Narváez

rodrigo medellín

Norma alicia meza calles

Daniel morales romero

adrian mungia vega

Seth munson

Nemer Narchi

tram Nguyen

carolyn o'meara

hector Perez Puig

tad Pfister

carolina Piña Páez

adrian Quijada

lucero radonic

arturo ramírez

rodrigo rentería valenzuela 

alexis Nicole rife

evelyn Patricia ríos mendoza

maría luisa robledo mejia

blanca romero lopez

rafael Joan routson

Joaquin ruiz

Sue rutman

Pacifica Sommers

Daniel Stolte

Gisela angela

Carolina Trujillo

 

centro de investigaciones biológicas del Noroeste

universidad Nacional autónoma de méxico

comunidad Kumiai de Juntas de Nejí

universidad Nacional autónoma de méxico

university of arizona

united States Geological Survey

universidad autónoma metropolitana – xochimilco

ocean Discovery institute

universidad Nacional autónoma de méxico

Prescott college

university of arizona

universidad Nacional autónoma de méxico

university of arizona

university of arizona

universidad autónoma de baja california

university of arizona

Scripps institution of oceanography

centro de investigaciones biológicas del Noroeste

Prescott college

centro de investigaciones biológicas del Noroeste

university of arizona

university of arizona

organ Pipe cactus National monument

university of arizona

university of arizona

arizona Public media

universidad de Sonora

iNStitutioN                                 ParticiPaNt

ray turner

Gloria ciria valdez Gardea

Sula vanderplank

Prescott vandervoet

larry venable

elisa villalpando

Scott Warren

elisabet Wehncke

benjamin Wilder

michael alan Wilken-robertson

 

united States Geological Survey

el colegio de Sonora

uc riverside

vandervoet & associates

university of arizona

instituto Nacional de antropología e historia - Sonora

arizona State university

San Diego Natural history museum

uc riverside

Wilken-robertson consulting

 iNStitutioN

 

travel 
couNtrY

table 2. DemoGraPhicS of ParticiPaNtS

Number of 
ParticiPaNtS home couNtrY

Number of 
ParticiPaNtS home State

Number of 
ParticiPaNtS

mexico 37 49

baja california 12

baja california
Sur 4

méxico

mexico city 5

Queretaro 1

Sonora 27

united States 52 united States 41

arizona 27

california 11

New mexico 1

utah 1

Wyoming 1

Switzerland 1

total Number of ParticiPaNtS 90
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table 3. liSt of iNStitutioNS rePreSeNteD at the Summit

         couNtrY iNStitutioN
   Number of 
rePreSeNtativeS

mexico 3

1

1

2

2

united States

centro de investigaciones biológicas del Noroeste

comunidad Kumiai de Juntas de Nejí

comunidad y biodiversidad, a. c.

el colegio de Sonora

instituto Nacional de antropología e historia – Sonora

Pronatura - San luis río colorado

terraPeninsular

universidad autónoma de baja california

universidad autónoma metropolitana - xochimilco

universidad de Sonora

universidad Nacional autónoma de méxico

                                          11

arizona Daily Star

arizona Public media

arizona State university

arizona-Sonora Desert museum

blystone films

Desert botanical Garden

ocean Discovery institute

organ Pipe cactus National monument

State university New York-Syr.

Prescott college

San Diego Natural history museum

Scripps institution of oceanography

Sonoran Joint venture

Summer institute of linguistics international

tucson citizen

uc berkeley

uc Davis

6

1

6

9

34total

2

1

1

1

1

3

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

1

1

2

 

   couNtrY iNStitutioN
    Number of 
rePreSeNtativeS

mexico 1

3

2

2

2

uc los angeles

uc mexuS

uc riverside

uc San Diego

united States Geological Survey

university of arizona

university of Kansas

vandervoet & associates

Wilken-robertson consulting

                                          26

                                          37

1

1

56total

1

21

GraND total 90
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fiGure 1. DiSciPliNeS rePreSeNteD at the 2012 Summit.

vii. imaGeS of the Summit
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Arrival of participants at the Desert Museum for registration the first morning
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Long time friends Exequiel Ezcurra and Ray Turner (right to left)

All participants the first morning at the creation of the meeting agenda when session ideas are proposed

Nemer Narchi proposing a session
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The guiding principles of the (un)conference meeting format

 Participants deciding which sessions to attend

Participants looking at the newly created schedule and deciding which sessions to attend

Andres Lira and Seth Munson (left to right) Bill Broyles and Thomas Bowen (left to right)
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Schedule for Day Schedule for Day 2 Schedule for Day 3

“Plant-Animal-Microbes Interactions” session led by Brigitte Marazzi (standing at right)
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Ray Turner (standing at right) presenting a summary of his long-term plots at the Desert Laboratory on Tumamoc Hill during the “Long-Term, Cross site Monitoring of Desert Ecosystems” session led by Seth Munson 

(seated at the computer table to the left)

Participants of the “Desert Oases, Science and Conservation” session led by Rafael Routson 

(seated by the flip-chart at right) Scott Bennett, Thomas Bowen, and Natalia Martinez Tagüeña (from left to right)
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One of the mugs given to participants with a session

 in background

Enriquena Bustamante Ortega presenting at the Projects of Passion event the first night

Chris Divittorio, Richard Felger, Sula Vanderplank (back row from left to right), Larry Venable, 

Exequiel Ezcurra, and Elisabet Wehncke (front left to right) looking at images from a recent 

mule trip conducted in Baja California by Sula and Elisabet

Participants of the “Researchers collaborating with the Seri Community” session led by Carolyn O’Meara (second from left), Nemer Narchi (far right), and Benjamin Wilder (photographer)
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Participants of the “Acceso a Nuestro Desierto” session led by Alexander Iriondo 

(individual writing at the right)

Geologist Alexander Iriondo (center) and botanist Richard Felger (right) sharing knowledge with 

the group during the hike on the second morning of the Summit 

Archaeologist Jupiter Martinez (right) explaining petroglyphs to participants of the hike

Participants of the hike
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Octavio Aburto (standing at center) leading the “General Themes” summary session

Osvel Hinojosa assisting in the “General Themes” summary session

Participants creating a statement that captures our shared passion for the Sonoran Desert

Benjamin Wilder (seated at center) crafting the vision statement with other participants
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Organizers Carolyn O’Meara and Benjamin Wilder (at center) at the closing of the Summit
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